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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As explained in Section 1, this Thermal Test Progress Report # 1 is the first of a series of informal reports
intended to communicate the progress of the in-situ thermal tests. The progress reports will be prepared and
distributed every three months or so.

The Single Heater Test (SHT), the Large Block Test (LBT) and the Drift Scale Test (DST) are the three
components of the current in-situ thermal testing program at Yucca Mountain.

The SHT, covered in Section 2, is nearly complete and the final report is being prepared. The findings of
the SHT are discussed in detail in Section 2.2.1 through 2.2.3. The principal findings of the SHT are:

3 Conduction is the dominant heat transfer mechanism, although pore water in the rock plays a role
via the convection mode in both liquid and gas phases. This needs to be taken into account in
modeling, to correctly predict the effects of heating the rock such as rise in temperature and
movement of water.

3 The dual permeability (DKM) model is more effective than the equivalent continuum (ECM)
model in simulating the thermo-hydrologic processes in the SHT block.

3 The SHT provides a basis, in site-specific field measurements, to rock mass thermal properties
such as thermal conductivity and thermal expansion. The SHT shows that, below 2000C, rock
mass thermal expansion is as much as 50% less than the values measured in the laboratory using
small hand samples. The SHT also indicated that the thermal conductivity of the in-situ rock is
substantially higher than that of the dried rock because of its moisture content. This difference
needs to be taken into account in modeling the thermo-hydrologic processes.

3 Chemical analysis of the water mobilized by heating in the SHT and subsequent modeling to
recreate the characteristics of this water demonstrated that gas-phase reactions will play an
important role in the thermal-chemical response of repository rock. The depressed measured pH
of the SHT water samples indicates that CO2 partial pressures in the SHT have been as much as
two orders of magnitude higher than that at ambient condition.

3 Pneumatic measurements in the SHT suggest that air-permeability, in certain regions of the test
block some distance away from the heater, decreased by a factor of 3 to 5 during the heating phase
due to the filling of fractures by the condensation of mobilized moisture. Permeability recovered
with the progress of cooling as liquid water drained from the fractures by gravity.

3 Electric resistivity tomography (ERT) and ground penetrating radar (GPR) measurements in the
SHT tend to suggest, as does DKM modeling, that rock moisture mobilized by heating may drain
by gravity via fractures to below the heated region rather than stay perched above it.

The Large Block Test is discussed in Section 3. The heating and cooling phases of the LBT are complete
and measurements of temperature and moisture content of the block have been terminated. Overcoring for
post-test characterization of the block is currently underway. Laboratory testing, modeling and analysis
will continue over the next several months and the final report is expected to be completed in August, 1999.

The Drift Scale Test is covered in Section 4. The heating phase of the test is in its 13h month now. It is
expected to extend over another three years or so. Results measurements of various kinds being made in
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the DST are presented and discussed in Section 4. The recently completed Drift Scale Test Progress
Report #1 discusses and performs extensive analysis of test results for first six months of the heating phase.
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I INTRODUCTION

Two types of formal reports have generally been employed to date to present and discuss results of the in-
situ thermal tests. These are the level 4 deliverable reports and the level 3 deliverable reports. The level 4
or the more numerous kind of reports cover one or a few aspects/subjects associated with a particular test
such as the Single Heater Test or the Drift Scale Test. Usually, they cover all the work performed by a
teammate organization with respect to a specific test. The level 3 reports, which are fewer, are intended to
document in a comprehensive and integrated fashion all aspects of a particular test over a specific period of
time. The contents of a level 4 report are incorporated in a subsequent level 3 report associated with the
test. Both level 4 and level 3 reports are subject to rigorous guidelines of product quality in terms of
reference citations, data presentations and interpretations, to ensure traceability, transparency and QA
pedigree of information presented and discussed.

Because of the unavoidable overlap/duplication of efforts in preparing both the level 3 and level 4 reports
and in order to streamline the process so that resource utilization is optimized, it has been decided to
prepare only integrated level 3 reports for the thermal tests starting in FY99. There will still be some level
4 deliverables from each teammate organization comprising of semi-annual data submittals to the technical
database. However, there will be no formal level 4 reports. Elimination of the level 4 reports is not
expected to adversely impact the communication within the thermal test team. Such communication is
continuously ongoing and is greatly enhanced by the workshops every three months. Since the level 3
reports will be approximately 12 months apart, the absence of the more frequent level 4 reports may cause a
gap in others' awareness about the progress of the thermal tests. To avoid such a situation, this informal
report, covering all aspects of the thermal tests, is prepared and distributed. This report, designated
Thermal Test Progress Report #1, is the first of a series of informal reports which will be prepared shortly
after each quarterly workshop to ensure wider dissemination of information on the progress of the thermal
tests. Although, much of the information in the progress reports will be derived from the preceding
workshop, these reports will not be limited to be a summary of the workshop presentations and
discussions. Any information, relevant to the in-situ thermal tests, available at the time of publication of an
progress report will be included and discussed in it.

This Thermal Test Progress Report #1 is prepared following the sixth workshop held in Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in October, 1998.
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2 SINGLE HEATER TEST

The Single Heater Test (SHT), the first of the in-situ thermal tests, was fielded in Alcove # 5 in the
Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). The SHT is described in the report, "Test Design, Plans and Layout for
the ESF Thermal Test", document # BAB000000-0 1717-4600-00025 REV 01 of September 20, 1996. The
as-built SHT and some of the test results from the heating phase of the SHT are presented in the report,
"Single Heater Test Status Report", document # BABOOOOOO-0 1717-5700-00002 REV 01 of December 11,
1997.

2.1 Status

The heater of the SHT, energized on August 26, 1996, was turned off on May 27, 1997. Measurements and
data collection continued till the end of January, 1998. Post-test characterization of the test block and
analysis of results are complete. Several level 4 reports on various aspects of the SHT have been published.
The final report is being prepared and is expected to be completed in March, 1999.

2.2 Outcome of Single Heater Test

2.2.1 LBNL's perspective/thermo-hydrological focus (from Yvonne Tsang on
Input to progress report on ESF thermal test, November, 1998)

The Single Heater Test (SHT) is successful in meeting the stated objective of the YMP Thermal Test
Program, namely, to acquire a more in depth understanding of the coupled processes: thermal, mechanical,
hydrological and chemical processes in fractured, partially saturated tuff under the influence of heat. The
good agreement between the modeling results and the extensive data set from the SHT indicates that the
fundamental basis of our understanding of the thermo-hydrological coupled processes is sound, although
detailed behavior are impacted by site specific features and local heterogeneities that have a higher degree
of uncertainty. Table 2-1 ives F still measure of goodness of fit for simulated and all measured
temperature in the SHT, at three stance of time during the test: 3 and 9 months after heating, and 3
months after cooling. Both the statistical measures Mean-Error and Root-Mean-Square-Error use the same
weighting scheme E inversely proportional to the number of temperature measurements in a given
temperature subrange E in order to give equal importance to all temperatures observed.

The success of the SHT is a direct result of the multidisplinary and multi-laboratory teamwork of the
Thermal Test Team (TTT) in closely integrating modeling studies and field and laboratory measurements.
The SHT has afforded the TT an opportunity to refine an iterative approach between modeling and
measurements. The approach is such that ambient pre-test characterization data serve as input to predictive
modeling efforts, and measured data serve to discriminate and confirm alternative hypothesis in the
conceptual models, and modeled results are allowed to guide further active testing and post-test
characterization. This kind of iteration between model and test data is effective for reducing conceptual
model and parameter uncertainty. As the first of the in situ thermal tests in the ESF, the SHT has functioned
also as a testbed for the longer-duration, larger-scale Drift Scale Test (DST). Insights gained with regards
to overall approach, testing methods, instrumentation, analysis strategies are presently applied to
conducting of the DST. Two examples are: () while only water sampling and analysis was planned for the
SHT, outcome of the SHT underlines the importance of gas chemistry in deciphering the thermo-
hydrological-chemical processes, thus a rigorous gas sampling and isotopic analysis program is put in place
for the DST; (2) while water sampling was originally planned only from the chemistry holes, the occurence
of water in the hydrology hole 16 in SHT promoted a revised design of the packer system for the DST. The
present packer string design in the DST is such that each borehole section isolated by packers in the 12
hydrology holes also double as water and gas sampling ports.

Despite the difference in scale and configuration between the two thermal tests (SHT and DST), the
conceptual model of various coupled processes developed based on the SHT experience has been equally
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successful in matching the extensive temperature data set from 9 months of heating of the DST. This is a
strong confirmation that the fundamental understanding and formulation of the therrno-hydrological
coupled processes obtained in SHT is valid, thus significantly increase the confidence level of our ability to
predict the performance of a high-level nuclear waste repository in heterogeneous, partially saturated,
fractured tuff.

The main technical findings from the SHT (thermo-hydrological focus) are:

(1) Heat conduction accounts for most of the temperature rise, and is therefore the dominant heat transfer
mechanism in the SHT.
(2) Complementary field and laboratory techniques are important in tracking the drying/condensation front.
The simulated moisture redistribution in the SHT using a dual-permeability 3D model is well supported by
field data, which include those from ERT, neutron logging, cross-hole radar tomography, air injection tests,
and laboratory measurements of matrix liquid saturation from post-test cores. The model predicts a drying
zone of about 1.2 m around the heater at the end of the heating phase, as well as a condensation zone
further away with a large increase in fracture liquid saturation, which gives rise to significant water
drainage through the fractures by gravity, and the drained water is subsequently imbibed into the rock
matrix below the heater horizon. Both electrical resistivity and cross-hole radar tomograms for the heating
phase of the SHT hint at a larger liquid saturation in the matrix below the heater horizon rather than above
it, suggesting water drainage in the fractures. The air permeability values in the condensation zone (zone 3
of boreholes 16 and 18), while remaining depressed throughout the heating phase because of increased
liquid saturation in the fractures, returned to pre-heat values after the termination of heating, suggesting that
water was not held in the fractures once the vaporization and condensation processes ceased at heater turn-
off, again supporting the presence of water drainage in the fractures. This observation led the TTT to design
placement of the three post-test boreholes 199, 200, and 201 (Figure 2.2-1), based on the drying,
condensation, and drainage zones as predicted by the model results. The determination of the liquid
saturation of these cores from the laboratory measurements (Figure 2.2-1) show that (a) drying due to heat
has occurred near the heater, as evidenced by the lower liquid saturation of cores within the -rn radius
from the heater; (b) the liquid saturation in the anticipated "condensing" zone between the two dashed
circles are generally lower than those values in borehole 201 (drainage zone). These observations are
consistent with the predictions from a dual-permeability conceptual model, while an effective continuum
approximation would predict no drainage in the fractures and a symmetric condensation zone about the
heater horizon.

(3) The water collected in the SHT is confirmed by THC modeling to be result of steam condensation in
fractures.

(4) Small thermo-mechanical changes due to heating were detected by post-test air permeability tests in the
SHT block. There is an overall increase in air permeability from about 20% to a factor of 3.5, which may
be attributed to overall microfracturing. Heating may cause some fractures to close and some to open.
However, since air-permeability tests are conducted over length scale of meters, and since fluid always
seek the least resistive path, air-permeability tests preferentially register the effect of fracture opening.

2.2.2 SNL Perspective

The Single Heater Test was a great success for the YMP for the following reasons:

3 It was the first large-scale in situ coupled-process test at Yucca Mountain, and the experience gained
from its successful implementation was used toward the Drift Scale Test.

3 The range and quality of data produced was outstanding.
3 The test successfully combined the results of field and laboratory data to describe hydrological,

mechanical, and chemical changes occurring to the heated rock.
3 The data allowed a realistic evaluation of the predictive codes and conceptual models used to describe

complex coupled processes expected at Yucca Mountain.
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Thermal-FHydroloeic Results

Equivalent continuum conceptual models do not adequately capture or describe details of the thermal-
hydrological behavior at the scale of the Single Heater Test. Dual permeability models match the data
much better. For T-H modeling, the equivalent continuum model washes out the convective effects of the
presence of fractures. The presentation by SNL pointed out the difference between the predicted and
measured temperatures for the High kb ECM, Low kb ECM, and Low kb DKM models.

At r>l m, where T(measured)<100 0 C, the three models yield essentially the same results, indicating that
conduction is the primary heat transfer mechanism. Also in this region the models overpredict temperature
(measured) by as much as 7C. This overprediction could be corrected by increasing the wet thermal
conductivity of the rock in the simulations, which would cool the predicted rock temperatures.

The most important differences between the three models occur at radial distances from the heater between
about 0.8 to 1.2 meters:

* For the Low kb ECM model in this annular region, the temperature is at the boiling point of water
and liquid water and water vapor coexist in the pores of the rock. The vapor cannot readily escape
from the pores of the rock

* In the High kb model water vapor can readily escape from the pores of the rock.

* In the DKM model the separate but connected matrix and fracture continua results in a much
smoother temperature profile through the boiling region, similar to the measured data.

Thermal-Mechanical Data

Field and laboratory thermal-mechanical data from the Single Heater Test provided necessary insights into
the behavior of the Topopah Springs middle non-lithophysal rock in which the test was implemented.

* Rock mass modulus, rock mass thermal expansion, and thermal stress are significantly reduced by
the presence of fractures. Rock mass modulus values were obtained through Goodman Jack testing,
and those values (3-10 GPa) were much less than the intact rock value (32.4 GPa). Rock mass
thermal expansion values were determined from the displacement measurements of the MPBXs;
those values (2.5-6 ListrainlC) were less than the intact rock values (7-14 listrain/C) over the same
temperature range. Thermally induced stresses were estimated for the range of modulus and
expansion values with numerical modeling.

* Intact rock thermomechanical properties (thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, modulus,
Poisson's ratio, and peak stress) are largely unaffected by the thermal pulse of the Single Heater
Test. Thermrnomechanical properties of intact rock should not change over time, based on current
laboratory test results.

A slight difference was noted for the thermal conductivity measurements of post-test samples. Those
obtained from a region within the boiling isotherm had a slightly higher thermal conductivity than those
from outside the boiling isotherm. It is thought that, if anything, the "inside" samples should have a lower
conductivity because of the greater likelihood of microcrack formation due to the higher temperatures.
Others at the workshop expressed the opinion that the data reflect their belief that the radiation across the
microcrack would be more efficient than conduction of the intact rock, thus increasing the overall
conduction. This is a likely topic for future discussion.

Thermal-Mechanical Modeling

The T-M data provided a realistic basis for comparison of elastic and compliant joint modeling. Previous
calculations employing the elastic model and encompassing the range of rock mass and in situ values for
modulus and thermal expansion matched the behavior of the MPBXs to some extent; however, seemingly
inelastic behavior was observed, particularly in the three MPBXs parallel to the heater. The compliant joint
model incorporates temporally and spatially averaged inelastic behavior of fractures. Results with the CJM
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with fracture apertures and spacings correlating to the low bulk permeability predict elastic behavior, with
maximum displacements closer to the measured values than were the elastic model predictions. Results
with the CJM for fracture characteristics correlating to the high bulk permeability predict very different
behavior that somewhat mimics the inelastic regions seen in the data. There is some correlation between
locations of inelastic behavior and high permeability regions as indicating by air-perm tests and tunnel
fracture mapping. Also, predictions of fracture aperture closure by the CJM indicate near-complete closure
for the low-perm case, and only partial closure for the much larger fractures of the high-perm case.
Although the CJM is very valuable for predicting fracture aperture behavior on a large scale, it does not
identify discrete joint slippage events and poses mesh scaling problems for the observed joint spacing at the
SHT site.

2.2.3 LLNL Perspective - Outcome of the Single Heater Test by Stephen C. Blair

The Single Heater Test is considered to be successful due, in part, to the tremendous amount of
cooperation between the participants, and due to the success in measurements and interpretations of
coupled processes that took place in the SHT.

Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) was used during the SHT to monitor the rock water saturation,
with a special interest in the movement of steam condensate out of the system. Images of resistivity change
were calculated using data collected before, during, and after the heating episode. These images were used
to calculate changes in water saturation (after accounting for temperature effects) during or after heating.

Thermal neutron-logging was also used to monitor moisture content in four boreholes during the SHT. The
ERT imaging and the neutron logs indicated that heating of the rock generally caused drying (decreased
liquid saturation) near and above the heater and wetting (increased liquid saturation) in rock below and to
the north of the heater. Figure 2.2-2 presents a compilation of the ERT and neutron measurements made
near the end of the heating phase (day 270). This figure shows very good agreement between the two data
sets. The transition from drying to wetting regions observed from neutron logs in Boreholes 22 and 23
especially well matches the drying/wetting transition derived from ERT measurements.

The most extensive drying is observed in regions at the heater elevation and above. However, the dry zone
detected by ERT is not centered on the heater and is not symmetric about the heater; rather, it has lobes that
extend upward from and to either side of the heater (Figure 2.2-2). The ERT measurements do indicate that
the driest region was right around the heater and that it had a saturation of approximately 10%. In addition,
temperature measurements in the neutron holes indicated that drying occurred at temperatures in the range
of 60 to 900C. Figure 2.2-3 presents the ERT tomograph for 270 days overlaid with temperatures calculated
for 275 days. This figure shows that, for the region below the level of the heater, measurable drying is
indicated for rock at temperatures greater than 60'C.

In late November 1996, early February 1997, late February 1997, and mid-May 1997, water samples were
collected from one of the boreholes in the SHT. Geochemical analysis of water composition and associated
modeling show that the waters collected were slowly evolving while still maintaining consistent
compositional characteristics. These characteristics are that Na and Si were the dominant cations in
solution, followed by Ca, K, and Mg. Values of pH at about 6.5 all reflect slightly acidic waters. The low
pH is indicative of higher CO2 partial pressures (approximately two orders of magnitude, relative to
ambient).

The evolution is consistent with a simple model in which condensate interacts with fracture-lining minerals
only. Preliminary modeling suggests that the flow distance was 3 to 6Vm from the heater and also that the
concentration of Ca followed precisely that expected if calcium concentration reflects the interaction of
calcite and a water in which pH is externally controlled, that the solution concentration remains saturated
with respect to quartz, and that the concentrations of K are consistent with K-feldspar dissolution.
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These conclusions are also consistent with the primary characteristics of the solution chemistry developing
within a few meters of the heater, at temperatures and flow conditions expected in the actively convecting
portion of the heated region.

X-ray analysis of samples taken from the ESF has shown the uniformity of the total SiO2 polymorph and
feldspar abundances in the repository horizon (Topopah Spring tuff). Within this horizon and adjacent
zones, the relative abundance of quartz plus tridymite is positively correlated with gray, altered zones
adjacent to lithophysal and fractures. Work presented here indicates that the relative abundance of
cristobalite relative to quartz plus tridymite could potentially be used to assess the density of paleo fluid
pathways. A strong negative correlation between cristobalite and quartz plus tridymite abundances was
observed and may reflect post-devitrification alteration by aqueous fluids.

An optical extensometer, developed at LLNL, was installed in two boreholes in the SHT. This prototype
instrument was developed for use in the high-temperature environment that is expected in a geologic
repository for nuclear waste. The system has many advantages over conventional rod extensometers
because there are no moving parts in the borehole, and a system correction for temperature is incorporated
in the design. Precision of data gathered during the SHT with this system was not adequate to monitor
small deformations. However, valuable field experience with this system was gained, and, because the
system is still under development, it is hoped that the system performance and data quality will be
improved in future realizations of this instrument.

The thermo-hydrologic (TH) behavior during the heating and cooling stages of the SHT was modeled with
the NUFT code, using the December 1997 TSPA-VA base-case hydrologic parameter set, which was
modified to include the field measurements of bulk permeability in the SHT area. Two different conceptual
models for fracture-matrix interaction were considered: the ECM, which assumes equilibrium between the
fracture and matrix continua, and the DKM that accounts for disequilibrium processes between the fracture
and matrix continua. Unlike earlier TH models of the SHT, all of the models in this study included the
influence of vapor and heat flow along the heater borehole.

The DKM model predicted temperatures that were in outstanding agreement with the observed
temperatures throughout the heating stage of the SHT; the ECM model predicted lower temperatures, but a
more extensive dry-out region, than did the DKM model. Both the ECM and DKM models predict a
pronounced cold-trap effect in the heater borehole. Vapor and latent-heat flow from the heated interval of
the heater borehole to the cool end of the heater borehole adjacent to its collar, where the vapor condenses,
resulting in focused condensate drainage and a local increase in Sliq in the matrix. The cold-trap effect
efficiently transfers heat along the heater borehole toward the TM alcove. The cold-trap effect is a
potentially important mechanism influencing TH behavior in emplacement drifts.

This work also showed that The SHT was ineffective for distinguishing between alternative conceptual
models of the fractureilmatrix interaction (FMX) factor. Both approaches result in the same outstanding
agreement with observed temperatures, and both approaches predict the same distribution of Sliq in the
matrix continua. This analysis also showed that the SHT was not a useful test for diagnosing the magnitude
of percolation flux qperc. The lack of sensitivity of the SHT to qperc arises from the heat-driven
condensate fluxes being much greater than any of the values of qperc that were considered.

Scientists at LLNL also performed a simple TM analysis of the SHT . This analysis was designed to assess
the potential for TM stresses developed in the SHT to cause shear slip on fracture sets occurring in the rock
mass heated during the SHT. Shear slip has been shown to increase rock-mass permeability. This analysis
shows that thermal gradients and associated thermal stresses induced by heating and cooling of the SHT are
relatively low, and regions where shear slip could be expected are also small and unlikely to influence
permeability.

The Single-Heater Test (SHT) was one phase of the field-scale thermal testing program of the Yucca
Mountain Site Characterization Project. It was conducted to obtain data on thermal, mechanical,
hydrologic, and chemical processes in situ. The resulting d -Earth & Environmental Sciences-Earth &
Environmental Sciences.
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heating 270 days

* Wetting regions * Drying regions * Interval for water collection

Figure 2.2-2 Zones of relative drying nd wetting after 270 days of heating in the SHT, as observed from
ERT and Neutron measurements.
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Figure 2.2-3 Comparison of relative drying and wetting regions with predicted temperature distribution
at end of heating phase of SHT
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3 LARGE BLOCK TEST

The Large Block Test (LBT), located at Fran Ridge south of Yucca Mountain, is the second in-situ thermal
test conducted for the Yucca Mountain project. It is a test with controlled boundary conditions to evaluate
the coupled thermal-mechanical-hydrological-chemical (TMHC) processes in the nearfield rock of the
proposed repository. Specifically, the LBT is expected to help us understand the dominant heat transfer
mechanism, condensate refluxing, relationship between boiling point isotherm and the drying of the rock
mass, rewetting of the dry-out zone following the cool-down of the block, displacement in fractures, and
rock-water interaction. The LBT will evaluate the corrosion/oxidation potential of coupons of candidate
waste package materials. The LBT will also investigate the survivability and migration of the local
microbes in a heated environment. The current status of the test, and the temperature, neutron logging
results, and the microbial observations obtained so far are discussed in the rest of this section.

Description of the LBT

An outcrop area at Fran Ridge was selected because of its suitable rock type and accessibility. A 3 x
3 x 4.5 m block of nonlithophysal Topopah Spring tuff was isolated at Fran Ridge. Instruments and heaters
were installed within and on the surface of the block. The instruments installed in the block included
resistance temperature devices (RTD) to measure temperatures, electrodes to conduct electrical resistivity
tomography ERT), Teflon liners for the neutron logging in boreholes, Humicaps to measure relative
humidity, pressure transducers to measure gas phase pressure, conventional and optical multiple point
borehole extensometers (MPBX) for measuring displacements along boreholes, fracture gauges mounted
across fractures on the block surface to monitor fracture deformation, Rapid Estimation of K and Alpha
(REKA) probes to measure in-situ thermal conductivity and diffusivity, and visual observation of the
drainage of water near the bottom of the block. Coupons of waste package material and introduced
material were placed within the block to study the effect of the heated environment on the materials.
Labeled local microbes were introduced back into the block to study their survivability and migration. The
temperature measurements included the spatial and temporal variation of the temperature in the block and
the thermal gradient on the block surfaces. One heater of 450 Watts was installed in each of the five
horizontal heater holes at about 2.75 m below the block top. A heat exchanger was installed to control the
temperature on the block top. A layer of RTV and Viton were installed on the block sides to minimize
moisture flux. Three layers of insulation materials (Ultratemp, fiberglass building insulation, and
Reflectix) were installed on the outside of the moisture barrier. All of the instrument holes were sealed
either by cement grout, packers, or an RTV/Teflon membrane. Straps were used to stabilize the block and
insulation during the test. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic diagram of the block displaying borehole
location, orientation and purpose.
To conduct the test, the block is heated from within to reach a temperature of 140'C at the heater horizon,
and the heat exchanger is used to keep the top temperature at about 60'C. Temperatures will be maintained
constant for at least one month, after which the heaters will be turned off to start a cooling phase. Vapor is
allowed to leave the top of the block. Background data were prior to heating. Data acquisition will
continue throughout the test. The following parameters are measured continuously by an automated data
acquisition system: heater power, temperatures, displacement by MPBX, relative humidity, pore gas
pressure. Neutron logging, ERT, REKA, and optical MPBX are performed periodically. Air permeability
and gas tracer tests were conducted before the heaters were energized, and will be performed again after the
block is cooled. After the test, the block will be dismantled to examine for evidence of rock-water
interactions, characteristics of the waste package material coupons and the introduced material coupons,
and the survivability and migration of the microbes. Currently the data acquisition phase of the test has
been completed. The data acquisition system was turned off on 9/30/98. Some of the instruments are
being recovered for calibration and evaluation. Air permeability will be measured in the block. Coring and
over-coring for samples for analyzing the rock-water interaction will be started soon.
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Test Results and Discussion

The heaters were energized to a planned power of 450 Watts each at 10 AM on February 28, 1997.
Except for a few short periods of power outages, the heater power has been quite stable. The highest
recorded temperatures in the block were measured by RTD TT I-14, which is located about 5 cm above the
heater horizon in the vertical RTD hole TTl. TTI is one of the two vertical RTD holes, and is located
about 1.22 m from the north side, and 1.83 m from the east side (Figure 3-1). Figure 3-2 shows the
measured temperature at TTI-14 as a function of elapsed time. A heater power rampdown was started at
about 12 noon on October 6, 1997. The heater power rampdown is designed to keep the temperatures in
the block at about 1350C. The heaters were turned off on 3/10/98 to start a natural cool-down phase. The
temperatures at TT1-14 show a brief period of boiling at about 1000 hours. The temperature drops at 2520
and 4475 hours were thermal-hydrological events on June 13, 1997 and September 2, 1997, respectively.
Temperatures measured from many RTDs in the two vertical RTD holes (TTI and m12 in Figure 3-1)
converged to about the boiling point of water (97 0C) during those two events at 2520 and 4475 hours, and
remained at that temperature for extended periods of time. The temperatures then began to rise and
fluctuate at about 2900 and 4520 hours.

Our interpretation of these temperature fluctuations is that they may be related to condensate
refluxing. The convergence of the measured temperature at many RTDs to approximately 970C is a strong
indication that the thermal events were caused by episodic infiltration of water, and boiling had taken place
over a substantial vertical distance above the heater horizon. The block cooled off quicker than that
predicted. Figure 3-3 shows the temperatures measured at TT2-14. 112 is the second vertical temperature
hole which is located at about 1.82 m from the north side and 0.6 m from the east side, and #44 RTD is at
the heater horizon in that hole. As shown in Figure 3-3, the rock at TT2-14 was involved in boiling for
much longer period of time than that at TTI-14. Then the temperature fluctuations at the end of the
6/13/97 event, and the 9/2/97 event are similar to that at TT1-14. The cooling off of the block at Tm-14 is
the same as at TT1-14.

Figure 3-4 shows the difference in the fraction volume water of the last three neutron measurements
before the termination of the data acquisition system, with respect to the pre-heat baseline, in Hole TN3,
which is one of the vertical neutron holes located at 1.83 m from the north face and 1.83 m from the east
face of the block (Figure 3-1). A maximum drying at the heater horizon is shown. And there was very
little sign of re-wetting in the last three months of the cool-down phase. Figure 3-5 shows the difference
fraction volume water at four locations in TN3 as a function of time. Again, not much re-wetting is
observed since the de-energization of the heaters at 375 days. The difference fraction volume water
measured by the neutron logging in other vertical holes are similar to those shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.

The moisture distribution measured by neutron logging in the horizontal holes shows fairly
uniform drying in the horizontal cross sections in the block. Two exceptions were observed. Those are
shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 below. Figure 3-6 shows the smoothed difference fraction volume water
content at four depths from collar (the west side of the block), as a function of time in WN4. N4 is one
of the four horizontal neutron holes drilled from the west side at about 1.67 m from the top, and about 2.12
m from the north side. An increase of moisture near the middle of the block occurred in May of 1997
(about 100 days of heating). This is in agreement with the ERT results at that time. And a significant
drying occurred at about 0.8 m from the west side during much of the heating phase and the entire cool-
down phase. Both of these two locations are closely associated with major fractures in the block. Thermal
mechanical data of those fractures are available so that an integrated interpretation of the thermal
hydrological and thermal mechanical processes can be performed. Figure 3-7 shows the smoothed
difference fraction volume water content at four depths from collar (the north side) in NN6 as a function of
time. NN6 is one of the six horizontal holes drilled from the north side of the block, at about 3.79 m from
the top, and 2.12 m from the east side. This hole is about I m below the heater horizon. A significant
increase in moisture content was observed during much of the heating phase in this region. And the
increase in moisture content disappeared after the heating phase was ended. This region is also associated
with major fractures. This is an indication that water drained away in the fractured zone.
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The neutron results in NN6 agree with the observation of the migration of the microbes in the
observation holes E03, NOI, and N02 below the heater horizon (Figure 3-1). The native microbes which
were cultured to be double drug resistant, and placed in the heater holes, were detected in the observation
holes during the heating phase. No microbes were observed after the end of the heating phase. It is likely
that the microbes migrated from the heater holes along with the water that drained away in the fractures.

Summary

The data acquisition phase of the LBT has been completed. The LBT has provided experimental
data of thermal-hydrological-mechanical processes. We observe a zone of dry-out at the heater horizon,
and a condensate zone above it. Condensate refluxing is indicated by the temperature fluctuation, at least
along boreholes TTI and mF2. Water drainage away from the heater horizon was observed by the neutron
logging and the microbial migration test. Core samples will be obtained from the block for studying rock-
water interaction in the matrix and on the fracture surfaces. The thermal-hydrological results presented in
this presentation will be incorporated with other observations, such as the displacement measurements,
ERT, and the post-test analyses of the rock water interaction to enhance our understanding of the coupled
TMHC processes.

Thermal-hydrological, thermal-mechanical, thermal-chemical, and the coupled processes models
will be constructed to compare with the observed results. Through the comparison of the observations and
the model calculations, the coupled TMHC processes will be better understood. The processes may be
included in models used to predict characteristics of the near-field environment of a repository.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic diagram of the large block with all of the boreholes. The color codes for the
boreholes are: brown for RTD, yellow for MPBX, purple for packers, red for heaters, white for observation,
green for neutron, black for REKA, orange for microbes, and blue for ERT.
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Figure 3-2. Temperatures at TI1-14 as a function of elapsed time.
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Figure 3-3. Temperatures measured at 1T2-14 as a function of time.
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Figure 3-4. Smoothed difference fraction volume water content in TN3
as a function of depth from collar.
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Figure 3-5. Smoothed difference fraction volume water content at four depths
from collar in TN3 as a function of time.
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Figure 3-6. Smoothed difference fraction volume water content at four depths
from collar in WN4 as a function of time.
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4 DRIFT SCALE TEST

The Drift Scale Test (DST), located in Alcove #5 in the ESF, is described in the report, "Drift Scale
Test Design and Forecast Results", document # BABOOOOO-01717-4600-00007REV 00 of July 16,
1997. The heating phase of the DST, initiated on December 3, 1997, is scheduled to continue for
approximately four years to be followed by a cooling phase of similar duration. The "as-built" DST
and the pre-heating baseline measurements are in the report, "Drift Scale Test As-Built Report",
document # BABOOOOOO-01717-5700-00003 REV 01 of July 1998. Test results until May 31, 1998
are presented and discussed in the report, "Drift Scale Test Progress Report #1", document #
BABOOOOO-01717-5700-00004 REV 01 of November 1998.

4.1 POWER AND TEMPERATURE DATA

Heater power and temperature data from the start of measurements to September 30, 1998 are presented
and discussed in this Section.

Power Data

Figure 4.1-1 illustrates the total power being supplied to all of the wing heaters and all of the
canister heaters.. These total power data are Q measurements. The power being supplied to individual
canister heaters and to individual wing heater elements are illustrated in Figures 4.1-2 and 4.1-3,
respectively. These individual heater element power data are not Q measurements.

The wing heater power was fairly constant up until about day 185 (6/6/1998), when it dropped a
few percent. This was a result of the loss of power to the inner and outer elements of wing heater 29.
On day 211 (7/3/1998) the outer element of wing heater 26 failed. The power distribution to individual
wing heater elements on day 301 (9/30/1998) is illustrated in Figure 4.14.

The canister heater power decreased from about 53 kW at the beginning of the test to about 51 kw
on day 244 (8/4/1998), a drop of about 2%. From day 244 to 270 (8/30/1998) the power increased to
about 53.5 kW. This increase is likely due to changes in the ventilation system just outside the Heated
Drift, which were implemented on 8/4/1998. These changes resulted in increased airflow near the
cables supplying power to the canister heaters. This increased airflow likely cooled the cables, thereby
decreasing the cable resistance. Decreased resistance increased the current flow in the heater circuit,
thereby increasing the power to the heaters.

Thermal Data from the Heated Drift
Figures 4.1-5, 4.1-6 and 4.1-7 illustrate the temperatures on the canister heaters, in the air in the

Heated Drift and on the walls of the Heated Drift, respectively. By day 301 (9/30/1998) the canisters
had reached temperatures of about 150 0C while the air and wall surface temperatures were about 135
OC. For each of these three data sets, the temperatures started out at about 30 C just prior to the start
of the test. When the heaters were activated, the temperatures rose very rapidly at first, but then the
rate of increase of temperature decreased with time up until about day 130 (4/12/1998). From day 130
to day 239 (7/30/1998) the temperatures increased nearly linearly. The reason the rate of temperature
increase stabilized is likely due to the presence of the wing heaters; without them, the rate of
temperature increase would likely have continued to decrease. On day 239, there was a drop in the
canister, air and surface temperatures of about 5 C. This was a result of cool, ambient air being forced
into the Heated Drift through a hole in the bulkhead. This condition persisted for about 5 days. When
the hole was closed, the temperatures started to increase again. It is interesting to note that after the
hole was sealed the rate of temperature increase, while still nearly constant, appears to be slightly less
than the rate of temperature increase prior to the incident with the hole. The reason for this is not
known. The air and surface temperatures in the Heated Drift indicate that by day 301 (9/30/1998), the
middle part of the drift was about 5 or 6 "C warmer than the ends (Figures 4.1-8 and 4.1-9).
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Figure 4.1-10 illustrates the air pressure and humidity measured inside the Heated Drift. These
measurements are correlated. When the air pressure increases, relatively dry air from outside the
Heated Drift if forced into the drift decreasing the humidity. During the time that outside air was being
forced into the drift through the hole in the bulkhead there was a pronounced decrease in humidity in
the Heated Drift, but no appreciable change in air pressure,.

Figure 4.1 -11 illustrates the temperatures recorded by the temperature sensors mounted on the hot
side of the thermal bulkhead. The pronounced changes in the temperature distribution on the bulkhead
which occurred on day 239 were caused by changes in the thermal insulation on the outside of the
bulkhead and in the ventilation system just outside the drift.

Rock Temperature
Figure 4.1-12 illustrates temperature contours on a vertical plane that is perpendicular to the axis

of the drift and which intersects the drift at approximately its midpoint (Y = 23 m). The dots indicate
the locations of the temperature sensors grouted into eight boreholes radiating out from the drift at this
location. The contours in Figure 4.1-12 honor the data measured at these locations after 301 days of
heating (9/30/1998). The warmest temperatures are measured near the wing heaters and surrounding
the top of the Heated Drift. The region immediately below the drift is slightly cooler than the top of
the drift because of the insulating effect of the concrete invert in the drift. Analysis of the contours in
Figure 4.1-12 indicates that an area of approximately 160 m2 is warmer than the boiling point of water
(970C). If it is assumed that the temperature distribution is identical all along the length of the 47.5
meter long drift, then approximately 7600 M3 of rock has been heated to temperatures exceeding the
boiling point. This estimate is likely slightly high since the cross sectional area above boiling likely
decreases as the ends of the drift are approached. This tendency to overestimate the volume of rock
above boiling is balanced somewhat however by ignoring regions of rock beyond the ends of the drift
which are above boiling.

Figure 4.1-13 shows the temperatures observed after 301 days of heating (9/30/1998) in the four
horizontal boreholes emanating from the Heated Drift. The data indicate that the rock adjacent to the
wing heaters is warmer than the rock near the Heated Drift. This is because of the higher power output
of the wing heaters as compared to the canister heaters in the drift. The temperatures near the wing
heaters show two pronounced "humps", which correspond to the locations of the two wing heater
elements deployed in each borehole. The data from the left side of the drift at Y=23 meters do not
exhibit a noticeable "hump" associated with the outer wing heater since this hole is located midway
between wing heaters 6 and 7 and the outer heating element of wing heater 7 is operating at only about
75% power. Three of the four temperature profiles exhibit a slight shoulder about 14 meters from the
drift at a temperature corresponding to the boiling point of water. These are manifestations of a region
of rock where water in the pores of the rock is boiling.

Figure 4.1-14 illustrates the temperature recorded by the temperature gage located at
approximately X= -11 meters in borehole 160 (Y = 23 meters). The rock near this gage reached a
temperature of about 96 C 70 days after the start of the test. It remained near that temperature for
more than 20 days, during which time the heat entering the rock near this location was devoted almost
entirely to vaporizing water instead of to raising the temperature of the rock. After 20 days, all the
water in the rock near this location had vaporized and the temperature started to increase again. By
day 301 (9/30/1998) the rock near this gage had reached a temperature of 167 IC.

Figure 4.1-15 illustrates the temperatures measured by the gages in borehole 79 every 10 days
since heater activation. This hole is oriented parallel to the axis of the Heated Drift at X = +9.5 meters.
Near the bulkhead, it is located about 4 meters above the plane of the wing heaters but dips downward
such that it is closer to the wing heaters at the bottom of the hole. The general warming with depth in
the hole is due to the increasing proximity to the wing heaters with depth. What is noteworthy in this
hole is that portions of the hole seem to develop positive temperature anomalies with respect to the rest
of the hole. The most notable is located at around Y = 13 meters, where the temperatures begin to
warm, as compared to rocks shallower and deeper in the hole, after about 130 days of heating. Less
pronounced anomalies exist at Y = 24, 31 and 36 meters. These anomolously warm regions may be
located near fractures where warm fluids are flowing upwards, away from the plane of the wing heaters
located below the borehole. Also note how the rate of temperature increase slows dramatically as the
boiling temperature is approached.
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Figure 4.1-5 Canister Thermocouples
Air Temperature in the Heated Drift
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Figure 4.1-7 Surface Thermocouples
Air Temperature In the Heated Drft on Day 301
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